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1 Summary of the deliverable
The document presents the development of on-line training programmes and e-learning
content for craftsmen within the second work package (WP2) of the CraftEdu project. The
WP2’ objectives are to develop learning outcomes and training programmes including e‐
learning for targeted craftsman professions. The objective has been achieved and the elearning part of the training is described in detail below.
The work on e-learning components includes the development of learning texts for students
and guidebooks for trainers that had been created earlier in the project. A database of courses
for participating countries, covering these training materials, has been set up. The database
includes all CraftEdu “student´s handbook” files, teaching videos and e-learning materials.
In order to find the most suitable e-learning environment to present the materials available
in the database, a search study was performed to select fitting online environment for sharing
the created study materials and for managing CraftEdu courses. Although dozens of usable
options were identified, it was decided to create a new e-learning tool, based on open source
solutions, which will be tailored to the needs of the CraftEdu project. This internal solution
has in the end required the same or lesser work effort, than adapting a third party tool.
The database and the e-learning environment have been integrated and are operational now.
Online courses in the Czech Republic have been fully completed. In other project countries,
online courses are nearing completion. The course database is linked to the data files and
created videos ("student´s handbook", “trainer´s guidebook”, video courses, e-learning
courses, etc.)
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2 Introduction
In the Work Package 2 (WP2), the national working groups, set up in the Task 2.1.1, and
affiliating employers and VET providers have been developing qualification (QS) and
assessment standards (AS).
In the previous phases of the project, curricula and study documents were created for the
students and trainers. The current part of the project focuses on creating e-learning content
for educational programs in the target countries.
A study of the available software tools was performed in accordance with the point 2.3.1 of
WP2 – Development of software environment. The available tools were not fully usable for
the purposes of the CraftEdu project; therefore, a new database was created.
The core of the software solution is based on October CMS which is built on PHP Laravel
framework. All components of the software are based on open source technology. The basis
of the October CMS was extended by a programmer with the required database entries,
courses and tests management and basic e-learning environment. The frontend provides the
list of open courses, a possibility to register for new users, browse option for open courses
and e-learning lessons and tests (quizzes).
In accordance with the point 2.3.2 of WP2 – Development of content for the user, the training
courses have been set up in the selected countries (language variants). CraftEdu courses
include access to the study documents, created in previous parts of the project, links to video
lectures and links to e-learning content. The e-learning courses include practical exercises,
stop/go questions and multiple-choice questions for self-evaluation.
The prototype courses for the Czech Republic were created and tested. Courses for the other
countries were created and will be added to the database.

3 Selection of format for e-learning courses
To select the appropriate form for publishing the e-learning content of training programs in
the target countries, a method review was conducted. The most suitable one was chosen out
of the examined methods.

3.1 Review of available tools
There are various definitions of e-learning. Lee & Lee state, that “E-learning is an on-line
education defined as the self-paced or real-time delivery of training and education over the
internet to an end-user device.” [1], whereas Marquès defines e-learning as “…distance
education though remote resources” [2]. More comprehensive definition is provided for
example by Bermejo, who states that “E-learning is education that uses computerized
communication systems as an environment for communication, the exchange of information
and interaction between students and instructors.” [3] Very comprehensive article called
Building an Inclusive Definition of E-Learning: An Approach to the Conceptual Framework on
this subject was published by Sangra, Vlachopoulos and Cabrera, stating that the topic of e-
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learning is so comprehensive, that creating a single, inclusive definition of e-learning, that
would be widely accepted, is very difficult [4].
The semantic questions about e-learning are not part of this review though. For the purpose
of the review, e-learning is understood as a process of education with the use of information,
communication and digital technologies for creation and distribution of education content,
communication between students and lecturers and education management.
Learning management system (LMS) is an electronic or digital platform. Its main purpose is to
realize e-learning activities. It is not widely defined, because as Kats states, it is not
“…productive to try to find one all embracing ‘essential definition’ of what LMS is…” [5, pp
xvii]. E-learning tools are any tools, used for realizing e-learning activities. One of the
definition states, that such tools are usually very project specific or are united into platforms,
i.e. LMS.
3.1.1 Review basics
The main aim of this research is to review main e-learning possibilities across the market with
the relation to the project. As defined above, e-learning is a process. Therefore comparison
of e-leaning tools is only relevant project-wise. On the other hand, comparison of specific
tools might not be relevant enough, due to their granularity and complicated categorization.
This might not fit to the needs of the project and could provide too many dead-ends, which
would not be relevant. The best way to approach the topic is to do a review of existing LMS,
along with their tools description and comparison. The best value for future decision-making
process will be achieved in such a way.
Over 50 LMSs were identified and briefly reviewed. Based on this preliminary research,
following LMSs were examined more thoroughly:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Moodle
Courselle
Canvas
TalentLMS
Schoology
Google Classroom
Litmos
Docebo
iSpring Learn
Blackboard
Chamilo
Asentia
Thought Industries

Each LMS was described in following unified pattern (paragraphs):
•
•
•

General background and history;
License and pricing;
Basic description, deployment, strengths and weaknesses.

While difficult to compare, as each LMS has its unique features, the key aspects and features
were identified and outlined in a unified table. The assessed features were as follows:
5
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•
•
•
•
•

Name
Web
County
(Comment)
Platforms

•

•
•

Language
English
Czech

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learning methods
Asynchronous self-paced
Asynchronous led
Virtual classroom
Blended learning
Discussions
Chat
Grading
Gamification
Certifications

•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Features
Roles
Permissions
Teams
Registration
Enrolment
Attendance tracking
Course authoring
Course upload
Tests
Surveys
Assignments
Discussions
Chat
Grading
Gamification
Certifications
Calendar
Block IP
Anti-spam
Anti-virus
Offline support

3.2 LMSs review
LMSs review is based mainly on the internet research and authors’ personal sources. As a
main source, a high-quality internet web page dealing with e-learning industry was used
(https://elearningindustry.com/). Basic information about all reviewed LMSs was gathered
and then cross-references with the official LMSs sources (as a rule, official web pages). The
data were cleaned, updated, and corrected, according to the review requirements. For every
reviewed LMS, the home page print screen was included, although it is merely informative,
as it doesn’t explain any of the LMSs features. Information presented in following chapters is
mainly based on the trusted reviews of described LMS.
In the following, the compared methods are listed. The detailed overview and comparison
are included into the appendix to the document.
3.2.1 Moodle
Moodle is a project coordinated by Moodle HQ and is financially supported by a network of
over 80 companies worldwide. It is currently used by many institutions, regardless of their
size. It has over 100 million users. It has long history, beginning in 1970s as an idea and in
1999 as a prototype. As of 2015, Moodle is considered being the most popular LMS in the
world.
Moodle is provided freely as Open Source under GNU General Public License. There are
currently 4 pricing plans for Moodle. User can either (i) download a standalone self-hosted
6
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platform for free or (ii) use Moodle as a cloud service for free for up to 50 users. Besides of
these two options, there are (iii) specific plans starting from 49 EUR/year for 50 to 500 users.
The main difference, compared to a free plan, is the additional installation of popular Moodle
plugins and advanced themes. For power use, there is (iv) another option for unlimited users,
extended by the analytics and reporting features, integration with other systems and extra
custom features. The price of this plan is custom tailored.
Figure 1 – Screen of tool – Moodle (https://school.demo.moodle.net/my/)

Moodle is a complex system with the all most wanted LMS features, which can be further
extended either by code modification or by plugins. It can be used either as on premise or a
cloud system. Its strength is its wide usage throughout the world. It is a tested and reliable
LMS. While easy to use, the on premise deployment might be technically challenging. Because
of its Open Source basis, there might be a lack of technical support in case it is needed. There
is also some UI design limitation, as it is a LMS with history and long-term development. There
are many plugins and extension available for Moodle, which might prove useful, but also
confusing for inexperienced users.
3.2.2 Courselle
Courselle (formerly known as Geenio) is both company and product. It was created in 2012
(as a Geenio) and then rebranded as Courselle in 2018. The authoring team behind Courselle
has great experience in e-learning industry and Courselle was created mainly as a reaction on
the demand for this specific tool which was not available on the market.
Courselle is available either under a free or paid proprietary license. There are currently 4
pricing plans for Courselle. (i) Free plan allows 10 users and 5 courses. (ii) Starter plan allows
20 users and unlimited sources for 490 USD/year. There is also (ii) business plan for 3300
USD/year for up to 300 users and (iv) special tailored enterprise plan with individual
calculation for 500+ users.
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Figure 2 – Screen of tool – Courselle (https://elearningindustry.com/directory/elearning-software/geenio-lms)

Courselle is a complex system with all most wanted LMS features. It is cloud based and is
provided with powerful content creation system. Another key aspect of Courselle is a learning
management tool, allowing enrolling, reporting, integration and customization for the users.
The third key pillar of Courselle is messaging and collaboration tool. Besides that, not many
information is freely available, but the LMS allows user to try demo version of its services. The
design UI of Courselle is very clean and up to date.
3.2.3 Canvas
Canvas is a product of Instructure company, which specializes in creating tools for making
teaching and its processes easier. Canvas has more than 18 million users worldwide and is
continuously growing. The project was founded in 2008 and launched in 2011. It was selected
by Cisco Networking Academy to power “the world’s largest classroom”.
Canvas is provided freely as an Open Source. It is free for use for student and teachers, but it
is necessary to register and the free plan only offers the basic functions. It is then necessary
to upgrade the account to freemium account, unlocking all necessary function. The pricing is
individually calculated.
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Figure 3 – Screen of tool – Canvas (https://www.canvaslms.com/try-canvas)

As an Open Source system, Canvas has its limitations in terms of technical support. On the
other hand, the LMS is very clean and easy to use, although reported to be very technical with
steeper learning curve, probably because of a contextual heavy UI. Many users are reporting
simply no weaknesses of this system though. The grading system is probably not that good as
in other LMSs, but Canvas is continuously developing. Canvas LMS has a cloud deployment
model.
3.2.4 TalentLMS
TalentLMS is swiftly expanding LMS solution of a company called Epignosis. It has over 4
million users base. While still being relatively young product, it has already won many awards.
The product is made specifically for modern society with no compromises.
TalentLMS is available either under a free or paid proprietary license. There are currently 5
traditional and 4 unlimited pricing plans. While traditional pricing plan usually limits license
to certain number of users (from 5 to 1000) and courses (from 10 to unlimited), unlimited
plans are only limited by active users per month. Traditional plans cost from 0 to 349
USD/year, while unlimited plans cost 79 to 379 USD/year. The only other difference between
plans are additional features like custom reports, automations, success manager and SSL for
custom domain.
TalentLMS is full on features, it includes almost every possible feature or tool. While it is
sometimes referred as a harder to master (from the teacher perspective), its UI is well
designed and clean, although it could be more visually appealing. The whole system is very
complex and is being continuously developed. It is also very tightly integrated with mobile
devices. Tutorials for TalentLMS seem sometimes confusing, but are consistent and extensive.
Customer service is apparently not of a high quality. TalentLMS has a cloud deployment
model.
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Figure 4 – Screen of tool – TalentLMS (https://www.talentlms.com/blog/how-create-online-course-talentlms/)

3.2.5 Schoology
Schoology is a simple lightweight LMS system, oriented mainly on K-12 (primary education in
the United States). It has a user base of over 12 million users. It was founded in 2009. Although
it has a potential to be one of the best LMSs on the market in the future, as of July 2018,
Schoology is no longer developed for higher or other education and focuses only on K-12 level.
Schoology is cloud deployed. The license is proprietary. It is initially free, but has to be paid
by 10 USD/month or by a custom one-time implementation fee.
Figure 5 – Screen of tool – Schoology (https://mfeldstein.com/schoology-strongest-lms-youve-never-seen/)

While very easy to use and interesting, this LMS is rather feature light and only support
primary education aspects. It is therefore not very relevant to the project, but was included
in the review, as it is a very highly rated LMS for its purpose. Its features mainly work as a
digital repository, DMS, authoring and testing/grading tool. Schoology is cloud based.
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3.2.6 Google Classroom
Google Classroom is a service, which is part of G Suite for Education from Google. This
provides users with various collaborative tools for e-learning. G Suite for Education has over
80 million users, while Google Classroom is being used by more than 40 million students and
teachers. It is mainly focused on the American primary education (K-12).
G Suite for Education is free for schools, based on institutional subscription. The pricing for
other institutions and for institution outside google market (i.e. Czech Republic) is not
available.
Figure 6 – Screen of tool – Google Classroom (https://hiverhq.com/blog/edtech-teacher-google-classroom/)

G Suite for Education is simple to use with google-like services. The integration is thorough to
other google services like Gmail, Drive, Tasks etc. It is mostly focused on the American market.
It is probably relevant only to the companies, which already use widelygoogle services.
Because of that, it is most likely not a solution for the project. From the nature of Google
services, google Classroom is cloud based.
3.2.7 Litmos
Litmos is a professional solution of SAP Litmos for the integrated education, especially on a
corporate level. It has over 11 million users and has received various awards. It was developed
to meet the demands of a corporate education as a tool for human resources, compliance
managers etc.
Litmos is a cloud based solution on a proprietary license. The LMS solution is based on the
number of users. It costs 6 USD/user/month up to 500 users, 4 USD/user/month up to 1000
users and individual calculation is made for more than 1000 users.
Litmos is packed with features. As a secondary service, it provides (for a certain price) users
with the access to the existing database of professional courses. It is a top professional service
with only a few negative reviews. It has a cloud deployment model.
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Figure 7 – Screen of tool – Litmos (https://talentedlearning.com/lms-review-litmos-pro/#prettyPhoto)

3.2.8 Docebo
Docebo is an enterprise learning ecosystem. It is developed by a company from Canada, but
has its offices all over the world. It has over 6 million users worldwide and is considered one
of the smartest corporate LMS in the world. It has gathered various awards.
The license of Docebo is proprietary. There are two paid plans for using Docebo. The first one
(i) is limited to 300 active users and is limited on some support. The second solution (ii) is for
bigger enterprises with no limits. The prices for both solutions are negotiable and not publicly
available.
Figure 8 – Screen of tool – Docebo (https://elearningindustry.com/directory/elearning-software/docebo)
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Docebo has a cloud based deployment. It includes all the thinkable features and is noticeable
for its implementation of artificial intelligence. Based on the available reviews, there is
nothing to complain about the system. It is said to be rather expensive.
3.2.9 iSpring Learn
iSpring Learn is a LMS developed by the American company iSpring. It has a long tradition
since 2001 and is continuously growing. iSpring Learn is an award-winning e-learning platform
for all kinds of companies. It has a user base of thousands of users, but is continuously
growing. iSpring Learn is a part of a larger iSpring Suite, which extends LMS by introducing
other tools for creating courses, quizzes and simulations.
iSpring Learn runs on a proprietary license. There are four pricing plans. (i) The first plan costs
3,66 USD/user/month and is for up to 100 users and 50 courses. There is only a basic technical
support. (i) The second plan costs 3 USD/user/month for up to 300 users and offer unlimited
courses and a basic technical support. (iii) The third plan costs 2,82 USD/user/month for up
to 500 users with the added premium support. (iv) The last plan is custom tailored for
consumer needs for 500 active users. The mentioned iSpring Suite standalone lifetime license
costs 770 USD.
Figure 9 – Screen of tool – iSpring Learn (https://www.softwareadvice.com/lms/ispring-learn-profile/)

iSpring Learn is mostly the tool for digital training portal. It promotes active employee,
compliance, product and channel training. Because of that, it is not an ideal solution for the
project, although might be viable, as it is very highly rated. It provides users with the standard
features and besides a cloud deployment allows also on premise installations, if that is
desired.
3.2.10 Blackboard
Similar to Schoology, Blackboard is simple LMS, providing solutions for not only primary, but
also secondary and tertiary education. Company claims to have 20 years of experience with
e-learning development. LMS is only a part of more comprehensive services of the company.
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The pricing scheme for business use is not available freely and is calculated on individual basis.
The license is proprietary.
Figure 10 – Screen of tool – Blackboard (https://www.capterra.com/p/14500/Blackboard-LMS-for-Business/)

Blackboard can be deployed either as a cloud service or as a device application. No further
information is available. The user UI seems to be clean and efficient. The product is often
perceived as an immature, but of high overall quality. It is often considered as a very simple
to use, easy to navigate LMS.
3.2.11 Chamilo
Chamilo is a popular e-learning and collaboration software, developed in Spain (it originated
in Belgium in 2010, but moved to Spain in 2014) by Asociación Chamilo. It was based on
Claroline project, first published in 2001 and put a strong emphasis on creating a free and
platform independent software. Its development is based mainly on donations.
Chamilo is provided freely as Open Source under GNU General Public License. It currently only
offers a standalone self-hosted solution, although some sources list also possibility of using
Camilo as a service based on subscription. No official information of such a character was
found though.
Based on its business model, Chamilo is mostly comparable to Moodle. It provides not only
the LMS features, but also tends to work as a communication system. Its target groups are
academic, freelance and public administration. It is valued based on its simplicity and a clean
design, although some features still have to be evolved to be more efficient. LMS
administration learning curve is considerably long. Compared to other LMSs, a user-base is
not that extensive and therefore there are not so many plugins available.
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Figure 11 – Screen of tool – Chamilo (https://installatron.com/chamilo)

3.2.12 Asentia
Asentia is very powerful LMS for a corporate learning. Many times awarded tool is developed
in the US. Asentia presents itself as a LMS with no compromises and many innovative
concepts. Its main target group are large companies and administrations.
The license of Asentia is proprietary. Pricing models are not freely available, the price is
calculated specifically for each customer, based on his needs and requirements. It runs as a
service.
Figure 12 – Screen of tool – Asentia LMS (https://www.asentialms.com/resources/)

As a very user specific tool with tailored functionalities and pricing model, there is not much
to say about Asentia. It covers all basic and advanced features of LMS. It is very customer
oriented, with supposedly excellent support. It is easy to learn and customer-side simplified.
The company constantly implement new system features based on the customer’s feedback.
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3.2.13 Thought Industries
Thought Industries is a company from the US, oriented on the developing learning platforms.
It currently has two products - Learning Business Platform and Customer Learning Platform.
The first one is focused on delivering education, the second one is focused on a customer
training. For the purpose if this review, Learning Business Platform (LBP) was considered.
Figure 13 – Screen of tool – Thought Industries (https://elearningindustry.com/directory/elearning-software/thoughtindustries)

The license of Thought Industries LBP is proprietary. The tool runs as a service and the pricing
is tailored based on customers’ needs.
Thought Industries LBP is a very specialized tool, designed for those who want to monetize
their educational product and are looking for the platform for this activity. It allows to create,
deliver, sell and manage the content with all classical functions of LMS. It might be one of the
best professional solution for this purpose on the market feature-wise. It is rather oriented
on the larger companies and is often considered as easy to learn with hardly any drawbacks.

3.3 Description of the selected format of e-learning
There are many different LMSs on the market, with various purposes. The highest quality
LMSs were listed in the review above. Besides that, there might be hundreds of similar
platforms, but with less functionalities and with different concept and purpose. To choose
the best LMS is not to find one with most numerous features, but to find one which best fits
the requirements. The first step to choose LMS for any kind of activity is therefore to describe
the required functions and processes. Then it is possible to find a software solution, which fits
mostly to the defined description. It is often necessary to review the market possibilities as
the first step to be able to specify the requirements as realistically as possible. For this
purpose, our review has presented 13 best known LMSs with their features’ comparison and
brief description.
For the purpose of publishing e-learning within the CraftEdu project, it was decided, that the
displayed systems are suitable, but it will be more beneficial to create our own system, which
will fully correspond to the goals of the CraftEdu project.
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Also it was decided to create our own database. The core of the software solution is based on
October CMS which is built on PHP Laravel framework. All software components are based
on the open source technology.
The basis of the October CMS was extended by a programmer with the required database
entries, courses and tests management and the basic e-learning environment.
The October CMS backend was extended and is accessible according to the user levels defined
by the Operational rules.
The frontend of the database is accessible at craftedu.eu subdomain: database.craftedu.eu.
The frontend provides the list of open courses, a possibility to register for new users, browse
option for open courses and e-learning lessons and tests (quizzes).
3.3.1 Software environment for creating courses (backend)
The new CraftEdu database (https://database.craftedu.eu) allows users to create courses and
e-learning content. In the backend it is possible to create new courses which CraftEdu users
can sign up. Furthermore, it is possible to create study and testing materials in the Elearning
block, which can be used within the curves to deepen knowledge or to verify knowledge.
Figure 14 – database.craftedu.eu – Backend menu

In the database, each course can be described with a short text, which will be displayed to
those interested in the course. The dates of online courses are set here, or it is possible to use
the database as a login for offline courses.
Documents, media and links can be attached to each course. The course participant has all
the necessary materials in one place.
Figure 15 – database.craftedu.eu – Course for window instaler – Backend (Bulgarian version)
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Figure 16 – e-learning – Backend (Slovak version)

Each e-learning course consists of pages. Text, images, spreadsheets, or videos can be
displayed on a page. On the main page of the e-learning course there is a list of pages that
the course contains, the number of pages can be changed arbitrarily.
Figure 17 – e-learning – Update form for e-learning page – Backend (Slovak version)
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4 Description of the CraftEdu course database (Frontend)
A custom database has been created that meets the requirements of the CraftEdu project.
The user has access to the database using a web application. The user has the option to view
the available courses and to choose the course that is most appropriate for his professional
qualification. After registration and login to the database system, the user can log-in as a
course participant. The course participant has access to all the training materials, available in
the CraftEdu database.

4.1 Language variability
The database is currently viewable in four language variants. Setting up national qualification
and training scheme for craftsmen in the Czech Republic and developing the further offer of
training courses in Slovakia, Austria and Bulgaria.
Supported languages:
•
•
•
•

Czech;
Slovak;
German;
Bulgarian.

4.2 Description, objectives of the courses
The main goal of the CraftEdu project is to create educational programs for craft professions
in the field of buildings with nearly zero energy consumption (nZEB).
The aim of the project is to increase the quality of the performed construction activities and
to increase the technological discipline and professional competence of the craftsmen. The
aim of CraftEdu courses is to help in educating a new generation of qualified construction
workers and to understand the integrity and interconnectedness of construction within
individual construction professions, which should lead to the better and better design and
construction.

Professional focus of the courses

4.3

The distribution of the courses varies by country, according to the current requirements and
legal framework in each state. The following list shows the total range of the courses
provided. CraftEdu provides 8 professions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HVAC installer;
Carpenter;
Low-voltage electrician;
High-voltage electrician;
Hydro-insulator;
Windows Fitter;
Chimney sweeper – Installation technician;
Chimney sweeper - Inspecting technician.
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4.4 Structure of the courses
The purpose of the course for individual profession is to acquaint the participant with the
basic principles in the field of construction of nZEB buildings and to help to develop his skills
and awareness of this concept. The courses are focused on constructions, working
procedures, technologies and materials, correct execution of details and connections of
constructions, as well as quality control of the performed works. The courses consist of three
parts, three learning areas. It is appropriate to combine these areas in order to gain a more
comprehensive view of the issue.
4.4.1 Text training materials
The first part of the courses is text training materials, which are accessible to course
participants after registration and binding enrolment in the course, as shown below.
The study text of the training materials is divided into two main parts - the general part, which
every worker on the construction site should know, and the professional part, which is
intended for the specific trades. The texts are practically oriented, with a number of
explanatory pictures and comments.
4.4.2 Video courses and lectures
In addition, videos with lectures are available for professionals to deepen the knowledge
received within the course. The link to the videos can be found on YouTube, during the course
the listener will get links to the videos. Lecture videos are divided according to the thematic
areas. The videos are prepared for a common theoretical part, which deals with an
introduction to the nZEB topic, and for the specialized part dealing with individual
professions.
4.4.3 E-learning
The third part of the course is a system of e-learning, which can be used to verify the acquired
knowledge and provides its subsequent testing using interactive tests created for the
comprehensive areas of the topic. The prepared e-learning for professions contains a
summary of the most essential information, procedures and principles that must be known
when performing constructions in the nZEB-standard. A course participant can enter the elearning content using the links provided after registering for the course.

4.5 Interface procedures and controls
The following chapter describes in detail, how the database is controlled. It describes how the
user registers for the course, obtains study materials and links to the teaching content.
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4.5.1 Step 1: Course registration procedure
Those interested in registering for a CraftEdu course can register on the registration page.
Login is available at:
•
•
•
•

https://database.craftedu.eu/cs
https://database.craftedu.eu/sk
https://database.craftedu.eu/at
https://database.craftedu.eu/bg

- for the Czech Republic (Czech)
- for the Slovak Republic (Slovak)
- for Austria (German)
- for Bulgaria (Bulgarian)

Figure 18 – Login/Introduction screen (for the Czech variant)

Figure 19 – Menu of introduction screen (for the Czech variant)

Point 1 – access to the database of training courses. The applicant can view the accessible
courses here and to choose the most suitable courses for his/her professional qualification. To
enter the course and to obtain study materials, the registration is required.
Point 2 – under this link, the interested party will find a form for registration in the CraftEdu
database. After completing and submitting the form, you can sign up for the selected courses.
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4.5.2 Step 2: Procedure for obtaining study material
After logging in, the course participant will get an access to downloading the created study
materials (PDF format). These training materials are available on the page of individual course
in the block "training documents"
After clicking on the link, the course participant will be allowed to download pdf materials.
The "Student´s handbook" prepared within the CraftEdu project is available to the course
participant. There are also "Trainer´s guidebook" and "Tests" available for the trainers, which
should support them in the teaching process.
Figure 20 – Course page - obtaining training documents (for the Czech variant)
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4.5.3 Step 3: Procedure for obtaining video material
After registering, the course participant will have an access to the links to the created videos
with lectures and to video courses. These training materials are available on YouTube with an
access to individual videos for each course. Each course refers to the videos that are relevant
to the appropriate profession.
Figure 21 – Course page - obtaining link for video material (for the Czech variant)
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4.5.4 Step 4: E-learning - registration and e-learning completion process
After registering for the course, the course participant has the opportunity to use the elearning material. E-learning courses offer the possibility of verifying the acquired knowledge
by studying the "student´s handbook". Here, the course participant can check his knowledge
and repeat the most important parts of the training.
Figure 22 – Course page – e-learning link (for the Czech variant)

Several common courses are available for each profession. These courses deal with the
general introduction to the issue of nZEB, airtightness of buildings and acquaint the
participant with the detailed models of the structures.
Each profession also has its own e-learning content.
Introduction to the e-learning content
When the user uses the e-learning link, he gets to the e-learning web application. The first
page contains a description of the e-learning course, there is important information about
the course and a brief content.
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Below the course description, there is a button to enter the course.
Figure 23 – E-learning course introduction page – Airtightness (for the Czech variant)

Course progress bar
Each course has its own progress bar. The progress bar shows the number of pages in the
course, the current position in the course (page displayed), and the number of pages already
completed.
•
•
•

Blue Cells - Already read pages and answered quizzes;
Green cell - Currently displayed page;
Grey cells – Unexplored pages.

Figure 24 – E-learning course – Course progress bar

The progress bar can also be used as a button to return to the already displayed pages of the
e-learning course.
Pages of e-learning course
Study topics for the selected profession are divided into chapters and displayed on the pages
of the e-learning course based on technological and technical focus. The content of the page
consists of text, tables and pictures.
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Figure 25 – E-learning course – forms of the e-learning course pages (for the Czech variant)

The user can proceed to the next page by clicking on the button at the bottom of the page,
after studying the displayed page. After clicking on the button, the participant of the elearning course moves to the next page or a quiz corresponding to the lesson just completed.
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Quiz questions and knowledge verification
Figure 26 Selected page of e-learning - one of the
Quizzes (Czech variant)

The course participant in the context of elearning can test the acquired knowledge
through quizzes. The quiz is part of the elearning courses.
The quiz evaluates the answers of the user,
and shows, which questions were
answered incorrectly (red color). The
participant obtains the information, what
he/she must add to successfully complete
the course.
Quizzes are always positioned after the
closing of the thematic area. They help the
participant to understand the most
important information received.
Form of the quiz questions
Quiz questions have various forms. They
can look like a simple question with one
correct answer or a question with more
than one correct answer, where user must
mark them all.
Furthermore, the questions may look like a
blind table, where the user must correctly
assign the answers to the correct columns
and rows.
Last but not the least, there are very
interesting questions for compiling the
right order. These formats are mainly used
for the questions related to technological
processes.
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5 Conclusion and next steps
After researching the available software for creating online courses, creating a registration
system for the education and distributing the study materials, it was decided to create its own
database for the CraftEdu project (https://database.craftedu.eu). The database has been
created, that allows administrators to manage online and offline courses and to create elearning content.
The prepared documents in the previous phases of the project are interconnected. “Student´s
handbook” documents and links to the created video lectures, as well as e-learning courses
are made available to the course participants.
The environment of the front end was further improved to be maximally user friendly. This
process was running till the end of the project, specifically the input data of the participant,
cloning the courses and other optimisations.
Table of currently available courses in the CraftEdu database:

Czech courses
CraftEdu course for HVAC installers
“CraftEdu kurz pro montéra vzduchotechniky HVAC”
CraftEdu course for carpenters
“CraftEdu kurz pro tesaře”
CraftEdu course for installer of window systems
“CraftEdu kurz pro montéra okenních výplní”
CraftEdu course for electricians (low voltage)
“CraftEdu kurz pro elektrikáře (slaboproud)”
CraftEdu course for electricians (hight voltage)
“CraftEdu kurz pro elektrikáře (silnoproud)”
CraftEdu course for hydro-insulators
“CraftEdu kurz pro montéra hydroizolací spodní
stavby”
CraftEdu course for chimney sweeps - builder
“CraftEdu kurz pro kominíka - montáž komínů a
komínových vložek”
CraftEdu course for chimney sweeps - inspecting
“CraftEdu kurz pro kominíka - revizní technik
spalinových cest”

https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/13
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/9
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/14
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/18
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/19
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/15
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/16
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/17

Slovak courses
CraftEdu course for installer of window systems
“CraftEdu kurz pre montážnika okien”
Course for the profession of electrician for intelligent
wiring
“Kurz pre profesiu Elektrikár pre inteligentnú
elektroinštaláciu”
CraftEdu course for electricians (hight voltage)
“Kurz pre profesiu Elektrikár silnoprúd”
CraftEdu course for carpenters
“CraftEdu kurz pre tesárov”
CraftEdu course for hydro-insulators
“CraftEdu kurz pre hydroizolatéra (Hydrizolácia
plochých striech)”

https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/24
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/22
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/23
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/20
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/25
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Bulgarian courses
CraftEdu course for hydro-insulators
“CraftEdu курс за монтажник на хидроизолации в
строителството”
CraftEdu course for installer of window systems
“CraftEdu курс за монтажник на прозоречни
системи”
CraftEdu course for HVAC installer
“CraftEdu курс за монтажник на ОВК инсталации”
Construction specialist for almost zero-energy
buildings
“Строителен специалист за почти нулевоенергийни сгради”
Basic principles of the near-zero energy building
“Основни принципи на почти нулево-енергийната
сграда (ПНЕС)”

https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/30
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/29
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/33
https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/37

https://database.craftedu.eu/cs/course/36

Austrian courses
CraftEdu course for flatroofer (hydroinsulators)
“Flachdachbau und Bauwerksabdichtung”
CraftEdu course for installers of windows
“Anforderungen an Fenstersysteme”
CraftEdu course safety at work “Arbeitsschutz und
Arbeitssicherheit”
CraftEdu course for carpenters Thermal bridges
“Wärmebrücken”
CraftEdu course passive house “Einführung
Passivhaus”

https://database.craftedu.eu/at/course/27
https://database.craftedu.eu/at/course/28

https://database.craftedu.eu/at/course/40
https://database.craftedu.eu/at/course/41
https://database.craftedu.eu/at/course/42

As part of the project, e-learning content was created in the database. E-learning courses are
divided into two parts. The first part focuses on common theoretical issues (airtightness,
cooling and heating, mechanical ventilation, etc.) The second part is prepared individually for
each profession and focuses on the use of materials and proper technological procedures
within the profession.
List of currently available e-learning courses in the CraftEdu database:

Czech e-learning courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

nZEB part 1: Airtightness of buildings – “nZEB část 1: Vzduchotěsnost budov”
nZEB part 2: Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery – “nZEB část 2: Mechanická
ventilace s rekuperací tepla”
nZEB part 3: Heating and cooling – “nZEB část 3: Vytápění a chlazení”
Refrigerants – “Chladiva”
CZP1 HVAC installer – “CZP1 montér vzduchotechniky HVAC”
CZP2 Carpenter – “CZP2 Tesař”
CZP3_P6 Electrician – “low voltage/hight voltage) (CZP3_P6 Elektrikář (Slaboproud) /
Elektrikář (Silnoproud)”
CZP4 Installer of window systems – “CZP4 Montér okenních výplní”
CZP5 Hydro-insulator – “CZP5 Montér hydroizolací spodní stavby”
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•

CZP7_P8 Stove and chimney builder/Inspecting – “CZP7_P8 Kominík-montážník
komínů a komínových vložek, Kominík-revizní technik”

Slovak e-learning courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SKP2 Carpenter – “SKP2 Tesár”
SKP3 Electrician (50V – 1000V) – “SKP3 Elektrikár pre silnoprúd”
SKP4 Installer of window systems – “SKP4 Montáž otvorových výplní – okien”
SKP5 Hydro-insulator – “SKP5 Hydroizolácia plochých striech”
SKP6 Electrician for smart electro-instalations – “SKP6 Elektrikár pre inteligentnú
elektroinštaláciu”
nZEB part 1: Airtightness of buildings – “nZEB část 1: Vzduchotěsnost budov”
nZEB part 2: Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery – “nZEB část 2: Mechanická
ventilace s rekuperací tepla”
nZEB part 3: Heating and cooling – “nZEB část 3: Vytápění a chlazení”

Bulgarian e-learning courses
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

nZEB Part 1: Building envelope – “ПНЕС Част 1: Сградна обвивка“
nZEB Part 2: Efficient thermal insulation – “ПНЕС Част 2: Ефективна
топлоизолация“
nZEB Part 3: Efficient windows and doors – “ПНЕС Част 3: Ефективни прозорци и
врати“
nZEB Part 4: Thermal bridges – “ПНЕС Част 4: Топлинни мостове“
nZEB Part 5: Airtightness – “ПНЕС Част 5: Въздухоплътност“
nZEB Part 6: Mechanical ventilation with heat recovery – “ПНЕС Част 6: Механична
вентилация с рекуперация“
nZEB Part 7: Heat losses and gains in buildings – “ПНЕС Част 7: Топлинни загуби и
печалби в сградите“
nZEB Part 8: Economic efficiency – “ПНЕС Част 8: Икономическа ефективност“
nZEB Part 9: Design and Construction – “ПНЕС Част 9: Проектиране и
строителство“
CraftEdu HVAC Installer Course – “CraftEdu Курс за монтажник на ОВК
инсталации”
CraftEdu Window Installer Course – “CraftEdu Курс за монтажник на прозоречни
конструкции”
CraftEdu Construction Waterproofing Installer Course – “CraftEdu Курс за
монтажник на хидроизолации в строителството”

Austrian e-learning courses
•
•

Requirements for window systems – “Anforderungen an Fenstersysteme”
Flat roof construction and building waterproofing – “Flachdachbau und
Bauwerksabdichtung”
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•

Airtightness of buildings – “Luftdichtheit von Gebäuden”

Summary of developed project results:
The following training courses and teaching materials were developed and launched within
the CraftEdu project. The following summary gives the total learning materials, courses
divided for each country:
Czech Republic
•
•
•
•

8 online training courses
more than 640 pages of training texts for a total of 8 professions
16 video courses and lectures
10 e-learning courses

Slovakia
•
•
•
•

5 online training courses
8 e-learning courses
537 pages of training texts for 5 professions
37 video courses and lectures (881 minutes)

Austria
•
•

5 online training courses
3 e-learning courses

Bulgaria
•
•

5 online training courses
12 e-learning courses
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Annex 1
Table of comparison of LMSs
Category

General

Canvas

TalentLMS

Schoology

Google Classroom

Docebo

Litmos

iSpring Learn

Chamilo

Blackboard

Asentia

Thought Industries

Web

https://moodle.org/

https://courselle.com/

https://www.ispringsol
https://www.canvaslms https://www.talentlms. https://www.schoology https://classroom.googl https://www.litmos.co https://www.docebo.c
https://www.blackboar https://chamilo.org/en https://www.asentialm https://www.thoughtin
utions.com/ispring.com/
com/
.com/
om/
d.com/
s.com/
dustries.com/
e.com/
m/
/
learn

Country

United States

Cyprus

United States

Platforms
English
Czech
Asynchronous selfpaced
Learning Asynchronous led
Virtual classroom
Blended learning
Roles
Permissions
Teams

Language

United States

Greece

United States

Canada

Ireland

United States

United States

Used to be called
Geenio

Comment

Features

Courselle

Moodle

Linux, Mac, Windows
X
X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

X

X

X

X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X
X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

Mac, Windows
X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

Automated

?

?

Automated, Manual,
API, No

?

X
X
X
X

Automated, Semiautomated, Manual

Enrollment

Manual, Self,
Automated

Guest, Manual, Self

Self, Automated

Guest, Manual, Self,
Automated

?

Attendance tracking

X

X

X

X

X

Course authoring

X

X

X

X

X

Course upload
Tests
Surveys
Assignments
Discussions
Chat
Grading
Gamification
Certifications
Calendar
Block IP
Anti-spam
Anti-virus
Offline support

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X
partly

X

Registration

X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

X

Automated, Semiautomated, Manual,
API, No

X
X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X

X

X

X

United States

X

Automated, Semiautomated, Manual,
API

X

Linux, Mac, Windows
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

United States

Originated in Belgium

X
X
X
X
X

Spain

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Automated, Semiautomated Manual, API

Automated, Semiautomated Manual,
API, No

Automated

Automated, Semiautomated Manual,
API, No

Automated, Semiautomated Manual,
API, No

Automated, Semiautomated Manual,
API, No

Manual, Self,
Automated

Manual, Self,
Automated

Guest, Manual, Self,
Automated

Self

Guest, Manual, Self

Guest, Manual, Self,
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